	
  
•••INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR LARGE SCALE GRAPHICS•••

It really is easier than it looks! Just make sure to have a
clean, DRY(!!) surface, and if your decal is large, a second
pair of hands will make it easier (and more fun) to install.
l STEP 1 :: USE THE PROVIDED TEST DECAL.
Practice with the test decal. Make sure the decal will work
on your desired surface. Note: Wait 3-4 weeks for freshly
painted walls to set, before applying any decal.
l STEP 2 :: PREPARE THE SURFACE
Clean the surface you want to place the vinyl decal. The
area must be completely free of dirt, dust, and grease for
the decal to adhere properly. On many walls using water
with a little bit of dish-soap will suffice. Allow the area to DRY
completely.
l STEP 3 :: GO OVER THE DECAL WITH A CREDIT CARD
To ensure that the decal is properly stuck to the transfer
tape covering before installing the decal, take a squeegee
application tool (or credit card) and press firmly over the
whole surface of the face of the decal while it is laying flat
on the table
l STEP 4 :: IF YOUR DECAL COMES IN MULTIPLE PIECES…
Layout the decal pieces so that you can see the entire
image together. This makes sure you put the right pieces
where they should be. If you forget what your image is
supposed to look like, refer back to my
website or your order for a picture.
l STEP 5 :: REMOVE BACKING PAPER
Begin to peel the wax paper backing off
the decal very slowly (exposing the sticky

side to the decal). Do this slowly and in a downward
direction, keeping the wax paper as close to parallel with
the image as possible (this keeps the decal from pulling up).
If there are any parts of the decal coming up with the wax
paper, use a tool (like a toothpick) to gently separate the
decal from the paper.
l STEP 6 :: INSTALLATION
Stick the decal on your desired location with the transfer
paper sticky side down on wall. Make sure the decal is
laying flat on your desired surface.
Once the entire sticky side of the decal is applied to the
surface, go over the decal with a credit card one more
time with harder strokes.
l STEP 7 :: REMOVE TRANSFER TAPE
Begin peeling the transfer tape slowly and close to the
surface, making sure your decal doesn’t peel up with it.
TIP: Just as before, pull it off in a downward direction,
keeping the clear transfer tape as close to parallel with the
image as possible (this keeps the decal from pulling up).
This will also keep bubbles from forming
between the decal and the surface. Any
small bubbles can be removed by poking
them with a needle, then pushing air out
and smoothing out the top surface of the
decal.

l

STEP 8 :: ENJOY YOUR NEW WALL DECOR!!!

Thank You For Your Purchase!
Use COUPON CODE: “Evyal10” for 10% off your next order at
www.eyvaldecal.com
www.EyvalDecal.com | eyvaldecal@gmail.com | facebook.com/EyvalDecal

